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Alex Spourdalakis a Precious Life Remembered and
Never Forgotten
Two years ago, Autism Is Medical
was called upon to help support a
14 year old non verbal child with
autism that had multiple serious
medical problems and a family in
desperate need searching for
appropriate medical care.
Unfortunately, Alex’s precious life
ended tragically leaving many to
question how this could have ever
happened and more importantly
how do we stop this from ever
happening again? As many of us
know, his story is not alone and
highlights similar struggles and
injustices ignored repeatedly by
those who claim to not only protect
our most precious children but care
for them without harm.
This must change.
Autism Is Medical feels the
Emergency Room (where Alex
repeatedly entered into the health
care system) is an area we can
improve upon dramatically and we
intend to keep Alex’s memory alive
by not only learning from mistakes
made but finding solutions to the
barriers preventing our children and
adults from appropriate care.

Why is This Work So Important?
The documentary “Who Killed Alex Spourdalakis” produced by Autism Media Channel is a
must see for not only parents but medical professionals and anyone touched by the label of
autism. The details explained in this one hour powerful film move you to action. Knowing this
could be any one of our families, we strongly encourage you to take some time to reflect
back on the series of events that led to this tragedy. Moving forward we must do this! We
have to address what went so terribly wrong in order to protect our children and their futures.
Please visit www.autismmediachannel.com for more details.
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Key Features





“The CARE
Medical History
Bracelet enables
hospitals,
physicians,
nurses and other
authorized
users, to share a
patient’s medical
history,
providing
efficiency and
reducing the risk
of human error
in every patient
care event.”







Private and portable
Operates easily from PC or MAC
Password protected and encrypted
Data can be imported from hospital
or office

Durable & Waterproof
Software included
No monthly fees
Internet access is not required
Easy to update

AIM CARE Bracelets and Keychains
AIM has partnered with GC Publishers
LLC and is excited to bring you medical
CARE bracelets and keychains
customized and preloaded with
software specific to the ASD
community! This will enable you to
quickly access, highlight, track,
download, update, record, and
maintain each family’s comprehensive
personal medical record.
Lab results, files, photos, and videos
can easily be uploaded to create an
extensive and consistent medical
record home.
To purchase your AIM CARE bracelet
or keychain, please visit
www.autismismedical.com
.

Your Medical Record Home
You can store your entire family’s medical history on one wristband / keychain:
This system allows you to quickly and easily organize the complete personal medical
histories of every family member through one simple program.
Track your medical history with ease: You can maintain and update your medical
records directly from your computer. Upload laboratory testing, videos, photos,
complete family history and more to give a comprehensive overview of each
individual’s medical history.
3.0 CARE e-manager software: Updated to include multiple categories: medications,
diagnostics, insurance, resources and contacts as well as emergency data like
allergies, contraindications and potential complications are highlighted and visible.
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What’s New For 2015
The AIM website (www.autismismedical.com) has been re-launched and will be your
primary resource for learning about our organization’s mission and work.









New Calendar of Events
AIM printable Newsletters-Fill out contact form and sign up!
New Monthly Blogs
Printable Parent Resources
Important research, webinars, videos, books, DVD’s, & magazines
AIM “CARE” Products –Medical Bracelets and Keychains
Ways to help further our Mission
Shop Our Store (t-shirts, bumper stickers, jewelry, and more….)
Don’t forget to find us @ Autism Is Medical on Twitter and “Like” us on
Facebook!

Join Us in Welcoming our New Social Media Director!
Mother to three children ages 19,14,and 12, for the past
two years Nikki has been a valuable resource not only
as a parent in our community but as co-organizer of the
Autism Is Medical Houston support group. Previously a
patient coordinator, Nikki now spends the majority of her
time researching and coordinating appropriate medical
care for her youngest daughter Olivia. Olivia’s complex
diagnosis consists of Mitochondrial Disease, bowel
disease, autonomic dysfunction, sleep apnea, and
developmental encephalopathy which are a result of a
severe adverse reaction to her vaccine schedule. We
are thrilled to add Nikki to our team as the Social Media
Director and thank her for her tireless efforts to help us
move AIM’s mission forward.

Inside the Next Issue






-

o

AIM BLOG highlights
New Calendar of Events
Give Autism A Chance Summit Recap
Autism Policy Reform Coalition updates
New AIM support groups announcement
Mitochondria and Autism
Plo

“Autistic patients
should have the
same access to
appropriate
diagnostic
investigation of
their health
problems as all
other patient
populations.
Patient centered
focused care is the
standard of
practice in all
settings and we
will continue to
promote the
inclusion of this
large group of
medically complex
individuals.”
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E-mail
autismismedical@gmail.com

We’re on the Web!
www.autismismedical.com

About Us…
Autism Is Medical (AIM) was created in 2007 by Jill Rubolino, Amanda Lochbaum, and
Jeanna Reed. It is an active parental support group, hosted by meetup.com, which
continues to offer parents a place to share information and learn valuable insight into
how to navigate the myriad of medical issues that affect children with ASD. The group
has grown into an active support system with parents joining nationwide.
In these past few years, we have grown to realize the need for national advocacy in
regards to developing a standard of care regarding the medical care of children with
autism. In 2013, the founders of AIM took their mission one step further by forming a
nonprofit dedicated to serving the growing needs of this medically complex community.

“We are eternally thankful to everyone involved for taking this journey with us,
and we hope you will join us as we continue to fight for the appropriate
medical care of individuals with a diagnosis of autism.”
CA

Jill Rubolino * Jeanna Reed * Amanda Lochbaum

Why We Do What We Do

